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Blood moon prophecy - Wikipedia The blood moon prophecy was a series of apocalyptic beliefs promoted by Christian ministers John Hagee and Mark Biltz, which
state that a tetrad (a series of four consecutive lunar eclipsesâ€”coinciding on Jewish holidaysâ€”with six full moons in between, and no intervening partial lunar
eclipses) which began with the April 2014 lunar eclipse is a sign of the beginning of the end times as. Four Blood Moons (2015) - IMDb In the movie "Four Blood
Moons," produced by Rick Eldridge and directed by the Academy Award Winner, Kieth Merrill; these veteran filmmakers illustrate this fascinating phenomenon in a
very compelling docu-drama. Blood Moon - Total Lunar Eclipse - Time and Date The term Blood Moon is also sometimes used to refer to four total lunar eclipses
that happen in the span of two years, a phenomenon astronomers call a lunar tetrad. The eclipses in a tetrad occur about six months apart with at least five uneclipsed
Full Moons between them.

Four Blood Moons: Something Is About to Change: John Hagee ... Essentially, the premise is that when there have been four blood moons that corresponded to
significant Jewish holiday and with a full eclipse of the moon somewhere within the sequence of the blood moons, there has been some event of great significance to
Israel that has occurred. Four Blood Moons | Endtime Ministries with Irvin Baxter The Next Four Blood Moons The next tetrad coupled with Jewish feast days will
be April 15, 2014 â€“ September 28, 2015. Israelis and Palestinians, led by US Secretary of State John Kerry, began peace negotiations on July 30, 2013. Divine Sign
for Israel? Hagee Explains Blood Moons | CBN News The timing is the same for 2015 -- a total of four blood moons, all appearing on Jewish feast days. "The sun
and the moon and the Earth are controlled by God almighty," Hagee said.

Four Blood Moons - Theatrical One Night Event FOUR BLOOD MOONS is a theatrical one night event exploring a rare lunar phenomenon that over the centuries
has accompanied both tragedy and triumph for the Jewish people. From Pastor John Hageeâ€™s New York Times best-selling book of the same name (750,000
copies in print from Worthy Publishing), FOUR BLOOD MOONS is in theaters March 23. Four Blood Moons: Something Is About to Change by John ... Four Blood
Moons explains how each blood moon coincides with things that are happening in present time Israel and their troubles, which means, our troubles as Americans as
well. This is a must read for anyone who needs understanding in the end times.
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